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1: U.S. Navy SEAL - Not On My Watch | Lessons From Leadership
Enlist the Leadership Lessons of the Navy SEALs to transform your workplace from a group of disconnected individuals
into a confident, goal-driven team. "The SEALs are without doubt one of the highest-performing organizations on the
planet.

I served in the US Navy for several years and met some amazing leaders there. Is being a military leader the
same as a civilian engineering leader? The short answer is no. But there are many transferable lessons. The
military invests a lot in teaching and developing leaders and military leaders have the opportunity to try and
apply different leadership techniques. Here are four interesting books recommended by leaders interviewed on
this site all written by former U. Navy leaders where they extract what can be applied to civilian leadership.
Turn the Ship Around!: Capt Marquet took over as commanding officer for the USS Santa Fe and transformed
it from the lowest performing to top performing nuclear submarines. Achieving excellence over just avoiding
errors and mistakes. When a leader leaves the performance of a unit should not go down if the leader has done
a good job. That is not a good sign. The book is divided into 3 chapters: The book includes really gripping
stories of the battles they fought in. Some takeaways from this book include: It was a complex situation and
many mistakes were made, nevertheless, Jocko Willink declared all the mistakes were his. There are no bad
teams; only bad leaders Check your ego. Simplifying as much as possible How Jocko Willink managed up his
chain of command e. There is also an awesome podcast Jocko Podcast where Jocko Willink discusses many of
the same topics from Extreme Ownership and also the lessons from many other military leadership books. He
goes into great depth there and some episodes are over 3 hours long! It deals with the principles of
adaptability, information-sharing and decentralized command in a complex changing world and how these can
be applied to business. I have not read this one yet, but I saw one of the co-authors David Silverman speak and
the book is highly recommended by my friend Jerry Li who was also interviewed on this site. Michael
Abrashoff This book was recommended to me by an upcoming guest whose interview has not yet been
published. If you have any other suggestions, please share in the comments.
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2: 7 Tough Leadership Lessons From A Navy SEAL Commander
The Leadership Lessons of the U.S. Navy SEALS by Jeff Cannon, Jon Cannon The authors of this book have
reverse-engineered the leadership techniques and strategies used to lead SEAL teams in combat and applied them to
the business world.

But the principles espoused by elite military units can help you become a better leader. BillMurphyJr Three
years ago, U. The mission to get Osama bin Laden was highly dangerous , and it ranks among the boldest
strikes in the history of U. The man who planned and commanded the raid, Admiral William McRaven, is a
veteran leader who served at every level of the SEALs and who literally wrote the book on special operations.
Recently, McRaven gave a speech at West Point about the top lessons of his year military career. There are so
many bad leaders in the world--for the simple reason that good leadership is really hard. Did they let you slack
off and do whatever you wanted, or did they press you to achieve more than you believed possible? McRaven
told the cadets in his audience that if they want to lead their troops well, they need to push them. You had
better be up to the task, because I have learned that they expect you to be good Learn from failure Everybody
screws up, and everybody falls short, but the best leaders learn to fail effectively. What does that mean? It
means things such as acknowledging your failures, learning from them, and moving on quickly. Click here to
see how one business leader encourages his team to share their failures publicly. But the great ones know that
when they fail, they must pick themselves up, learn from their mistakes and move on That also means taking
smart risks and being willing to do so in support of the greater good. Be a good follower Can you tell the
difference between a leader and a follower? Trick question, because all great leaders are called to be followers
sometimes. I have seen many a good [military unit] underachieve, because someone Work for the greater good
Part of pushing people to be their best is to aim for worthy goals, and to ensure that they know that their
accomplishments are what matter most--not their backgrounds or their personal idiosyncrasies. People want to
be respected, and that requires leading them toward goals that are worthy of respect. Whatever position or
branch you are in, find the toughest, most dangerous job in your unit and go do it. Feb 11, Like this column?
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3: The Leadership Lessons of the U.S. Navy SEALS : Battle-Tested-ExLibrary | eBay
For the U.S. Navy Sea, Air, and Land teams (SEALs) leadership defines their culture. Leadership is a code by which all
SEALs must live. Leadership is a code by which all SEALs must live.

He is also the author of "Extreme Ownership: So without further ado, here are five powerful lessons that will
change the way you view leadership forever. The leader is ultimately responsible for the success or failure of
the team True leaders cannot blame one individual. If someone is underperforming, you need to give them the
proper training, support and tactics to be successful. Doing this requires you to set your ego aside and look at
things objectively. When he or she does this, junior members and leaders within the team develop a team
mindset at every level of the organization. Efficiency increases and a high performing team is the result.
Leaders find a way to win by taking extreme ownership of a situation and raising the expectations of those
around him. That is a hallmark of true leadership. Leaders must set high standards and ensure the team
delivers on those standards. It starts with the individual and then spreads to each of the team members until it
becomes the culture--the new standard. Leaders must understand the "why" and impart this general knowledge
to frontline troops At the height of the Iraq War, it was easy for morale to dip and agendas to become
confused, especially during a time of shifting politics and pressure back home. Before every mission, Jocko
would walk his team through an in-depth training session, and he made it abundantly clear why every
decision, strategy and tactic was in place. A leader must also be a true believer in the mission in order to
convince and encourage others. Leaders must understand they are part of something greater than themselves.
And this must filter down to the lowest level members of the team. Ego clouds and disrupts everything This
lesson is particularly difficult for some business leaders to grasp, especially when your own abilities have
already taken you far. Ego disrupts the planning process, the ability to take good advice, and the ability to
accept constructive criticism. As a true leader, you need to remain open to new ideas and ways of thinking.
After the first five races, there was a clear split: Team A placed first after every single race, and Team F had
finished dead last. Jocko and the other instructors wanted to try something: Team F won the next race. He set a
new performance standard through his action and lifted the achievements of those around him. Jul 26, More
from Inc.
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4: Leadership Lessons From a Badass Leader | HuffPost
Every CEO has a list of leaders and mentors he or she looks up to or has learned from. Here's a new one for your list.
Admiral William H. McRaven is the former commander of U.S. Navy SEAL Team 3 and the current commander of the
U.S. Special Operations Command. He led the mission which resulted in.

By Shawn Parr 3 minute Read As corporate leaders explore how to elevate the effectiveness and professional
excellence of their working teams, there is a lot to be learned from Special Ops. While this highly secretive
branch of the military keeps themselves, and their secrets, to themselves, books like Lone Survivor and The
Hunt for Bin Laden give us a look into how they operate. But nothing beats sitting down with a Navy SEAL
commander to understand how they think about leadership. Corporate and military leadership are distinctively
different for obvious reasons: Meticulous planning From a management standpoint, one of the greatest lessons
that can be learned from Navy SEALs is their skill of being highly effective and meticulous planners. They
focus on the importance of time management, on-target execution, and completing the mission. They operate
with a backup and contingency plan in place for almost every scenario. One of the most practical skills taught
in this branch is clear and direct communication. SEAL Commanders listen and formulate an opinion that
incorporates as many ideas and experiences as possible to form a solid plan. Clear expectations Navy SEALs
focus on a very clear set of objectives, where significant importance is placed on defining the goal and
motivating the team to follow. Even with highly complex operations, each SEAL has a clearly defined role,
and expectations can be recited by each team member. Similarly, articulating a compelling vision and aligning
people with priorities are vital areas in business, but these are often overlooked by many leaders. The rules of
engagement for businesses what is acceptable employee behavior and what is not are very often ill-defined or
nonexistent. During a recent conversation with a SEAL commander, he offered tangible advice that can be
applied to almost any business: Teamwork is your top priority. A mission cannot be successfully executed
unless the team is functioning as one. The SEALs continual emphasis on teamwork corresponds closely with
the daily requirements of the business world. Early leaders are good leaders. This opportunity is unparalleled
in the corporate world, where an employee may need 10 to 15 years to reach a position of significant
leadership and high level of responsibility. In the world of business, the ethical leader is sometimes a rarity,
and truly esteemed. The military trains its team to be more comfortable taking risks with incomplete
information. This is the daily function of a CEO, but it is rarely passed down to employees. Hard times help
you adaptâ€”quickly. Young executives who go through hard times should learn to appreciate them,
recognizing that those times will not only strengthen them, but truly train them to properly and successfully
lead their own teams when battling the competition. In an ambush, always take out the radio operator and the
unit leader usually the guy next to the radioman. Without leadership or good communication, the enemy is
forced into disarray and can be picked apart. A good lesson for all leaders and their organizations. Navy
SEALs are masters of adaptation, being able to operate in jungle, desert, or artic conditions. In comparison,
CEOs must adapt to the ever-changing market conditions they face daily and should train their staff to do the
same.

5: Leadership Lessons from the United States Navy Applicable to Engineering Leadership - Managers Club
by Ron White. While working with former U.S. Navy Seal T.C. Cummings on our leadership workshop - "Think Like A
U.S. Navy Seal," I found the message, "Not On My Watch!" extremely useful.
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